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“The Dog Song” 

Music and Lyrics by E. Tucker 
 

 
Strummed on off-quaver beats, then dampened 

 

Verse 1 

C                                                                                   G7   

If you want to keep a dog, there are some things you should know. 

   F                       C 

They’re lots of fun and really sweet but lots of work as well. 

                    F                      

It’s important to look after them and they’ll look after you, 

       G7                         C 

and be your bestest buddy even when you’re feeling blue. 

 

Chorus  

C                               G7                                

Some dogs like to chew on bones, some run after sticks. 

            C 

Some dogs ride on skateboards, do other fancy tricks.  

C                                                                                         F   

Dogs, like children, soon get bored, so keep them entertained, 

G7                                                    C 

exercised and properly fed, watered, and well trained. 

 

(8 bar Instrumental break) 

C   G7   G7   C   C  F  G7  C 

 

Verse 2 

C                                                                  G7   

Every day a dog needs to be taken for a walk. 

                                    C 

They need to stretch their legs and take a sniff around the block. 

C                         F                      

When a dog is happy, they give their tail a wag. 

       G7                                                C 

But when you hear them whimpering, that’s when you know they’re sad. 
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Chorus  

C                               G7                                

Some dogs like to chew on bones, some run after sticks. 

            C 

Some dogs ride on skateboards, do other fancy tricks.  

C                                                                                         F   

Dogs, like children, soon get bored, so keep them entertained, 

G7                                                    C 

exercised and properly fed, watered, and well trained. 

 

(8 bar Instrumental break) 

C   G7   G7   C   C  F  G7  C 

 

Verse 3 

     C                                                                       G7   

Be gentle when you pat them and say things nice and sweet. 

                      C 

Never pull their tails and don’t disturb them when they sleep. 

    C                                   F                      

Remember to look after them and they’ll look after you, 

       G7                          C 

and be your bestest buddy, even when you’re feeling blue. 

 

Chorus  

C                               G7                                

Some dogs like to chew on bones, some run after sticks. 

            C 

Some dogs ride on skateboards, do other fancy tricks.  

C                                                                                         F   

Dogs, like children, soon get bored, so keep them entertained, 

G7                                                    C 

exercised and properly fed, watered, and well trained. 

G7                                                    C 

Exercised and properly fed, watered, and well trained. 

G7                                                    C 

Exercised and properly fed, watered, and well trained. 
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